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From PMI HQ, the article discuss about Staying Ahead
of Technology: Learning and Developing are more
important than ever. Today, project management
is understood to be much more than a technical
skill. We must have technical ability to be eﬀective
project managers—but that’s not enough to help our
organizations achieve their goals. We need to keep
learning and keep developing—that is more true
than ever today, given the rapid pace of change in
technology and markets.
On behalf of board of editor I would like to thank all
parties who support us in preparing
this edition and participating in this
newsletter.
Happy reading….

Raﬁ Sani Hardono,PMP
Editor in Chief

Good things happen
when you stay involved with PMI
The newsletter of Excellentia is scheduled to be available every month. The board of editor encourages readers or
persons interested in project management area to submit articles any topic relating to the project management. All
contents of article published in the newsletter are responsible by the author.

from
PMI HQ
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Staying Ahead of Technology:

Learning AND Developing Are More

Important Than Ever
PMI Today: Is it really “learn—or else?” Why is
it necessary for project managers to advance
their careers by learning new skills, above and
beyond the usual project management skills?
Ms. Tharp: Today, project management
is understood to be much more than a
technical skill. Yes, we must have technical
ability to be eﬀective project managers—but
that’s not enough to help our organizations
achieve their goals. We need to keep
learning and keep developing—that is
more true than ever today, given the rapid
pace of change in technology and markets.
Over the next decade, we will see gamechanging technologies profoundly inﬂuence
the world—everything from self-driving
cars and 3-D printing to robotics and cloud
technology. Companies all over the world see
organizational agility as key to their future.
That means being a learning organization—
employing project managers with a passion
for learning and growth. Project managers
make dreams a reality. A company can only
be as successful as its project managers in
achieving those dreams.
PMI Today: What do you see as the most
essential skill sets for project professionals in
the near future? In the distant future?
Ms. Tharp: It can be much harder today to
map out your career when it’s unclear what
skills will be in demand in the future. Today the
hot topics are things like artiﬁcial intelligence
(AI), blockchain, virtual reality, 3-D printing …
and who knows what we’ll be talking about
this time next year? I don’t believe in a distant
future—we can’t even imagine what the world
will be like three years from now!

PMI Today: In light of artiﬁcial intelligence and
other disrupters, how do you see the role of
the project manager evolving?
Ms. Tharp: You may have heard about the
iced-tea company that rebranded itself as
Blockchain Iced Tea in order to become more
popular. In the same way, a lot of what is
called AI today is really just a rebranding of
old decision-support systems. But there is
interesting technology on the horizon that
can manage projects for us without requiring
human intervention. With AI, the system learns
from past experience in order to make better
decisions in the future. These decisions can be
of the caliber made by an experienced and
unemotional project manager. The goal is to
discover insights and make decisions beyond
what people can do today. Wouldn’t you like

a system that can make reliable decisions for
you, saving time while improving outcomes
for your projects? Technology is great at
transferring data, moving it around between
diﬀerent systems, handling mass emails and
reporting, all of which are necessary tasks
that no one wants to do. Computers excel at
speed, scale and scope. They’re not creative
or adaptive. They don't understand context.
Humans are slow and get bored at repetitive
tasks. They’re terrible at big data analysis.
They use cognitive shortcuts and can only
keep a few data points in their head at a time.
But humans excel at thinking and reasoning.
Today we already have technology that can
help us make better estimates, identify when
unauthorized changes are made and facilitate
project visibility through automated chatbots.
In the future, AI will be able to take data sets
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from a thousand diﬀerent complex projects
to extract common lessons learned, to give
you alerts of what to look out for, right when
you need it. AI can read between the lines to
ﬁnd out what options you haven’t considered
in order to give more meaningful advice.
Leading the Way Over time, we can see that
the technical side of project management,
the parts we now include in A Guide to the
Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK® Guide), become the easiest ones
to automate. As the profession incorporates
the latest technologies, it’s important that
we keep up with these changes, but it also
makes our leadership and business and
strategic management skills much more
important. Things like problem solving,
adaptability, leadership, creativity, innovation
and emotional intelligence will become even
more essential. But we can’t just sit back and
wait for robots to take over the boring parts
of our jobs; we need to constantly be aware of
new technologies, and look at bringing some
into our companies and becoming the new
experts. It’s up to us to leverage these new
tools to make project management better.
Organizations are working to become more
agile, and they need us to help lead the way.
PMI Today: A lot is said about the term “digital
skills.” What are digital skills? Do they pertain
to all three sides of the PMI Talent Triangle®
(technical skills, leadership skills, strategic and
business management skills)?

Ms. Tharp: Digital skills are exploiting the new
technologies that are rapidly transforming
our working life. The skills that got us by on
our last project may not be enough for our
next project! Our projects and our companies
are creating a lot of new data. Data analytics
essentially allow you to make good decisions
in your projects. But you know the expression
“Garbage in, garbage out.” The key to
successful data analytics is knowing what data
to collect and measure in order to improve
performance. How can you learn analytic
tools and understand how to apply them?
But digital skills aren’t limited to technical
skills. For example, organizations that align
their projects to strategy are most likely to see
measurable results in the long term. Instead
of working on the next project in the queue,
project and portfolio managers need to
make decisions based on digital analysis. For
example, setting speciﬁc KPIs and identifying
methods for measuring each indicator can
help ensure that a project realizes strategic
beneﬁts. Technology Is Your Friend

rolled out of bed, so it’s not always successful.
Virtual communication is naturally more
challenging than face-to-face interaction,
particularly when you are working on complex
issues. Anyone who has sat through a sixhour virtual meeting knows that eventually
they break down, and it’s better to try to
meet face-to-face. Collaboration technology
can be a huge beneﬁt, but lately it seems
everyone is using a diﬀerent system, so it’s
another challenge to keep learning new tools.
Virtual teams require good communication
skills, high emotional intelligence, an ability
to work independently and the resilience to
recover from the snafus that inevitably arise.
Awareness of and sensitivity to other cultures
are also important in global groups. The most
eﬀective virtual teams are small ones—fewer
than 10 people. Your PMI Board of Directors
is a virtual team of 15 people. We have
experimented a lot in having virtual meetings
and collaboration tools, but when it comes to
an engaged discussion, there’s no substitute
for face-to-face meetings for creating trust
and building relationships, two things that
are critical for a high performing team. By
developing your leadership, strategic and
business management capabilities, along with
keeping your technical skills up-to-date, you
increase your value and your visibility. As the
job market becomes more competitive, all of
us must ensure that we have the portfolio of
skills that organizations need to meet their
goals. You can take steps today to be ready
for the future. The truth is that the role of the
project manager continues to change and
expand every day. So the question is—are you
ready for tomorrow?

PMI Today: What sort of skills does a project
manager need to make virtual teams eﬀective
and eﬃcient?
Ms. Tharp: Technology is your friend with
virtual teams. When I work with my client in
New York from my home in San Francisco, I
always try to have my camera on in order to
build trust and collaboration. That sometimes
means looking presentable when I’ve only just

Jennifer Tharp, PMP,
Vice Chair

from
Board
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PMI-UII MoU and Guest Lecture
PMI Indonesia Chapter Yogyakarta Branch
at April 6, 2018 has successfully signed a
MoU with Industrial Engineering Indonesia
Islamic University as well as conducted
guest lecture in the campus. The MoU was
signed between President of PMI Indonesia
Chapter, Alin Veronika, PMP, PMI-RMP,
and Dean of Industrial Technological
Engineering of Indonesia Islamic University,
kDr. Drs. Imam Djati Widodo, M.Eng.Sc.
From the speeches from both Mr. Imam
Djati and Ms. Alin were expected that MoU
is the beginning of mutual partnership
between two parties.
Guest lecture was then conducted initially
by Bayu Aditya Firmansyah, PMP as VP
Branch to give a glance of introduction to
PMI Indonesia Chapter. The guest lecture
was then continued by Sigit A. Wibowo as
Board Member of Branch as well as one
of the graduate from the campus to give
a brief knowledge of what opportunities
to expect and how to face challenges in
project management profession. Numbers
of beneﬁt and simple examples of project
management roles and responsibilities
was described to participants. Enthusiasms
from the students was shown from their
interesting questions in order to get more
application how project management
can be applied in diﬀerent industries. The
event was closed with photo session.
Special thanks to all PMI Indonesia
Yogyakarta Branch team who made this
event happen.
Bayu Aditya Firmansyah
VP Branch
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PMI Leadership Institute Meeting

Region 9 & 15
PMI is the world’s largest not-for-proﬁt and voluntary professional
membership association for project-program-portfolio management
professions. Since founded in 1969, PMI has delivered value for more
than 2.9 million professionals around the world. By March 2018,
PMI has more than 509,000 members; 55.18% of which are chapter
members, distributed in 306 chartered and potential chapters,
grouped in 16 regions. There are more than 1,8 million PMI certiﬁed
professionals, mostly PMP (93%). Its Global Operations Center is
located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA, and there are currently
3 Service Centers: New Delhi, Singapore and Dundalk and 11 oﬃces
around the world. Indonesia Chapter is part of Region 15 (Southeast
Asia) with Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam
Potential Chapters. Pakistan chapters (Islamabad, Karachi and Lahore)
has recently joined the R15. While Region 9 are consists of Hong Kong,
Japan, Mongolia, South Korea and Taiwan Chapter.
PMI oﬀers volunteering opportunities to their members to advance in
their professions, give back to the profession and the Institute. PMI
always value its volunteers and want them to succeed and grow in
our leadership skills as stated in its slogan “Good things happen when
you stay involved with PMI.” That’s why PMI has remarkable leadership
program to develop the volunteers, known as the Leadership Institute.

From Saturday-Monday, 21-22 April 2018, Thailand was chosen by
PMI Global to be the host of combined Region 9 (Northeast Asia)
and 15 (Southeast Asia-Pakistan) for an event attended by 86 Chapter
Leaders. PMI Malaysia Chapter with 11 delegates became the largest
participating chapter attending the event. The event was held at the
Novotel Ploenchit Shukumvit hotel in Bangkok, the capital and most
populous city in the Kingdom of Thailand.
Opened by PMI Asia Paciﬁc Manager, So Hyun Kang, accompanied
by Region Mentors, Hirotoshi Kamba (R9) and Arisman Indrawan (R15)
a welcome speech was also given by Petros Rigas, Thailand Chapter
President. The event was successfully hosted by the dynamite-duo of
PMI AP Service Center Chapter Partners: Ye Yoon Kim and Chevon
Low. David haw from the PMI Education Foundation (PMIEF) was also
present.
The ﬁrst agenda on Saturday morning is a keynote speech from Brian
Weiss, MBA, the Vice President of PMI Practitioner Career Development,
entitled “PMI and Chapters: Inventing the Professional Association of
the Future”. Then, So Hyun delivered the “Aligning Chapter and PMI
Priority” session until lunch break, and ended with a Group Photo
session. The lesson learned from the morning sessions is that PMI
provided strategic objectives to be cascaded to chapter programs, we
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have aspirations and values to be achieved, and we have
to be focused based on our priorities. In the session the
volunteers were split into diﬀerent groups to share their
experience with each other.
Workshop Part 1 followed with the topic of “The Importance
of Chapter Members Segmentation” facilitated by Ye Yoon
and Chevon. To close oﬀ the day, a session on “Branding &
Messaging” was delivered by Cheng Chee Tay, Marketing
Consultant of PMI Asia Paciﬁc until 5.30 pm. It was really
a great experience to practice developing segmented
oﬀerings and digital experience programs.
In the evening, during the reception and dinner, 3 chapters
were awarded by PMI R9 & R15: Hongkong, Lahore and
Malaysia Chapters. Congratulations on this achievement!
On Sunday, right after a power breakfast, the chapters were
separated in two full day events: Elevator Pitch Clinic with
True Colors and Master Chef Sessions. In the clinic session
facilitated by Cheng Cee, the volunteers were refreshed on
how to ﬁnd the right moment to deliver eﬀective and eﬃcient
pitching to sell their PMI ideas to decision makers and then
continued by ﬁnding the team true colors and characters,
strength and weakness, so they could match and complete
each other to bring the best of their potential for the team.
Both sessions were long but were really fun and well worth
it, as team building experience.
In the half hour before lunch break, there was Poster Session
where chapters came up with brief notes, illustrations and
explanations about their programs and achievements.
Chapters visited each other’s posters to share their
experience in managing their respective chapters. It was an
informative exercise before digging into the delicious lunch
of seafood, sushi, and of course the famous Thai mango
sticky rice.
It was really a fruitful experience for chapter leaders to
attend this Leadership Institute Meeting for Region 9 and
15. We will bring the good learnings and experiences shared
by other chapters and hope to continue delivering value to
our members and to improve the experience of our valued
volunteers.
Thank you PMI!
Rahmat Mulyana, PMP
General Secretary
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Congratulations and welcome to
Indonesia chapter for our New Members
Our sincere gratitude for new members and renew
members, your involvement and supports for PMI
Indonesia Chapter are very valuable for us. In Mei 2018
we had 10 new members and 12 members who
renewed their membership. We hope next month,
with more marvellous activities provided by PMI Indonesia
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New Members list per Mei 2018
Muhammad Ragil Suryoputro
Waskito Wikantyasa
Suryane Sugestiana
Adisti Putri Patria
Farid Aries Wandari
Dwi Saputro
Jung Youn Lee
Lisa Meidyanti
Hendry Ricardo Hutasoit
Indra Nugraha

Re-join and Renew Members list per Mei 2018

PMI INDONESIA CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP GROWTH
New Member

Thank you for join and let’s get involved with PMI
Indonesia Chapter because good things happen when
you stay involved with PMI.
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Jimson Sitindaon
Ghozi Aufa
Wing Permadi
Rizki Yulianto
Yogi Erlangga Zainuddin
Yohanes Budyanto
Budi Sukmono
Abdullah
Wahyu Priyambodo
Rendra Haristyawan
Harjanto Tanuwidjaja
Muhammad Nur Fajar
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WhatTheySay
This amazing journey started on 31 December
2017 when I decided to achieve PMP
certiﬁcation for my new year resolution. I
wanted to challenge more prestigious projects
than my current work, and PMP certiﬁcation
was the opening gate for my future career.
I registered my membership to PMI and PMIIC
and downloaded my PMBOK. There was
some dilemma whether to choose PMBOK 5
or 6 certiﬁcation, since it was in the middle
of transition period but in the end, I chose
PMBOK 6 since I believed it is more prestigious
to pass the latest version. I started to spend my
personal time per day after work for reading
the PMBOK. It was hard in the beginning, not
because of the study material, but because it
was really hard to ﬁght my own laziness. This
happened for the ﬁrst month.
Fortunately, one of the PMIIC board (thanks
Pak Binsar) informed me that there was open
registration for Study Group 13 (SG13) as
oﬃcial program from PMI Indonesia Chapter. I
registered to this program and also registered
for the exam as the prerequisite to join SG13.
Certiﬁcation fee of USD 405 was not a small
amount especially when you pay it by your
own pocket, so there was no turning back and
it was not allowable to fail.
PMIIC study group is an amazing program.
There’s no fee required to join, but they
demand your commitment to get PMP as

BOARD
Profile

Suci Miranda
Branch Director of
Yogyakarta Branch

soon as possible. We have a lot of volunteering
mentors who are willing to sacriﬁce their
personal time to guide us without get any
payment. I have huge gratitude for each of
them.

for not try cheating. The oﬃcer explained the
rule and let me enter the exam room. Don’t
forget to pray before the exam!!! I did my 200
questions and submitted the ﬁnal score. The
result is Pass and I got my dream certiﬁcation.

I joined the study group for 13 weeks and
always obeyed whatever the mentors asked
us to do. They taught us storyline to make
PMBOK is easier to understand. They taught
us a brain dump strategy to help us to
remember the process groups, knowledge
areas, and formulas. They also assigned
us weekly homework to make sure that we
continuously read the PMBOK.

Myth that it is very diﬃcult to get PMP
certiﬁcation is not proven. The questions are
not hard as long you understand the process.
Remember, understanding is more important
rather than memorizing.

Each person has their own strength and
weakness hence we need to identify the most
suitable learning method for us. I only read
PMBOK 1 time and Rita 1 time, but I read them
word-by-word until I understood. I know that
I’m bad at memorizing, so I tried hard to
understand. After that, I had 10 times of exam
simulation before went to the real exam. My
scores ranged between 78% - 82%.
Finally, day of the exam came. I also felt
nervous in the morning. I anticipated it by
writing brain dump to keep my mind focus.
I also did 20 exam simulation questions to
warm up my brain and went directly to the
test center after that. The Prometric oﬃcer was
very helpful. They checked my identity and
did some checking to my body to ensure me

Thanks to God, my families, my mentors, and
my SG13 fellow mentees. I can’t do it without
all of you.
As my promise, I will give back to the
communities by mentoring SG14. Come on, I
will wait for you, all PMP aspirants.

David Adi Wibowo, PMP
David is a Project Manager from an
ERP and CRM consulting company. He
graduated from Bina Nusantara University
in Jakarta with a Bachelor degree in
Information Management.

Mrs. Suci Miranda is a lecturer and researcher at Industrial Engineering Department
of Universitas Islam Indonesia (UII). Currently, she is branch director of Yogyakarta
Branch (YB), Indonesia Chapter. She achieved her CIPM certiﬁcation (Certiﬁed
International Project Manager) provided by AAPM (The American Academy of Project
Management) collaborated with Industrial Engineering Departement of UII in 2015.
She accomplished her bachelor degree in Industrial Engineering of Universitas Islam
Indonesia, and the master degree in Industrial Engineering of Universitas Gadjah
Mada. Her research areas are food supply chain management, revenue management,
and project management. Previously, she had worked as a purchasing staﬀ in a local
construction company, PT. MBC Global, in Medan for almost 2 years. Since then, she
turned into education ﬁeld until today.
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PMI
Indonesia
Chapter
Volunteers
Iftar 2018
Imagine how refreshing a glass of iced tea
would feel or how sweet dates would taste
if you had been fasting for a whole day
and then celebrate the break with your
colleagues, it would be fun, isn’t it? PMI
Indonesia Chapter held annual Iftar for the
volunteers at Pomelotel hotel Jakarta.
This event was attended by 23 persons
including the BODs, Advisors and Board
Members. This iftar was not only to feast
together and network with your peers but
also to bond us together to face challenging
events in the future such as Project
Management Challenge (PMC) in Bandung,
SyMex 2019 in Bali, etc. Iftar then closed with
photo session together. This event has been
a fruitful events for all of us, aligned with our
motto "Fun and Excellence."
Last but not least, we would like to send
our best regards and gratitudes by saying
Happy Eid Al-Fitr Mubarak for those of you
celebrate, may this Ramadhan bless us with
many kind things.
Insan Harish
Board Member of General Secretary

